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Live Fit Life 
Transformation Challenge - If not Now, then never 
 

 

What is your excuse for not being able to achieve your transformation. ? 

Festivals, Family Functions, Weekend Travel, Short Vacations, Long Vacations, Auspicious 

Days, Birthday Parties, Night shifts, Unplanned Meeting, Business Travel, Hectic Work 

Schedule. 

 

If this is the reason why you are not able to achieve that fit and healthy body, then you are 

in the right place to transform yourself.  

This is an exclusive transformation challenge created for the people who need right 

guidance on how to start the transformation journey mentally and physically , and be 

consistent throughout the journey.  

Our system will help you stay organized and get you away from all the excuses you have 

been giving to yourself for why you have not been to achieve the result.  

 

How to Join this Transformation Challenge 

 Click this registration form link and complete it - 
https://zfrmz.in/YmLPIc6dZoxW4AIx4eP2 
 
  

 Wait for Thursday Challenge  This is the entry zone for you to get into the challenge.  
 
 Once the challenge is posted – Perform the challenge and post it in the group with the 

below message.  
 

   Team name – (in case if you are referred by someone who is already in the one of the team). 
Challenge Accepted. 
Ready for the Transformation.) 

 
After this post, Our admin will approve your application and will assign you in a Team. (you 
will be in the same team of your referral- in case) 
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Pre-requistics ( You need to complete this before 28 th of the month) 

 
 

 Day 1 - Stamina Test –  
Go for maximum Running distance and post the screenshot)use Nike Running app to track 
your running take a screenshot) (The screenshot should have distance, speed and pace) 
 

 Day 2 - Strength test – 
 Pushups, Wall sit, Plank, Pike Pushups, reverse plank) – Do all these exercise at your best 
level and post it. See the reference here. – Check the reference here - 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/livefitlife/permalink/3598407740448319/ 
 

 

 Day 3 - Flexibility test 
 ( Leg, Spine, Shoulder ) -  Do all these exercise at your best level and post it. See the 
reference here. – Check the reference here - 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/livefitlife/permalink/3597217927233967/ 
 
 

 Day 4 –  
If you are already doing weight training then share your statistics of how much weight you 
can do for 6 reps on each of these exercise - Weight Training Test – ( Bench , Squats, 
Deadlift, Pullups, Military Press) 
 

 Day 5 
Calculate your Calories and share in the group for validation. Our Team will check the 
calories calculation and suggest you accordingly.  
 Check page no 31 in my book for reference to create a diet chart for you.  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/livefitlife/permalink/3598041487151611/ 
 

 

Leaderboard Score Calculation 

 

 Your regular workout consistency and Fitness improvement is the key for your best 
result.  So we calculate your consistency and challenge participation for the scoring.  

 Whenever you are exercising, you need to update your workout in our support system 
like this. Watch the Video for reference. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/livefitlife/permalink/36013454534
87881/ 
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 Whenever you are participating in the challenges you need to upload the video for 
calculation.  

 Based on this score we will show your progression in the leaderboard . and you will be 
given a name associated to your progression, as like below.  
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All the best for Your 
Transformation 


